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Abstract 

This dissertation aims at identifying the roles and patterns of interaction that students adopt 

during group work, as well as at determining in which ways this may affect collaborative group 

work in heterogeneous classrooms in terms of both proficiency level and attitude. To do so, we 

retrieved previously established categories, namely: equality and mutuality; dominant, passive, 

novice, and expert roles, which serve as the basis for the theoretical framework in this study. 

Four recordings were analyzed and the results observed in the qualitative and interpretative 

analysis confirm that some patterns are potentially more conductive to higher mutuality and 

collaborative levels. This work is also consistent with previous studies and corroborates that 

balanced mixed-level groups and peer assistance require previous task preparation and group 

setting by the teacher. Finally, these findings pave the way for a more in-depth analysis on how 

to best combine roles and foster collaboration taking patterns into account. 

Key words: roles and patterns of interaction, collaborative group work, proficiency, 

equality, mutuality, heterogeneous groups. 

 

L’objectiu d’aquest treball és identificar els rols i patrons d’interacció que els estudiants adopten 

fent treballs en grup, així com establir de quina manera poden afectar al treball en classes 

heterogènies en relació amb el nivell i l’actitud. Per dur a terme aquest estudi, es va recórrer a 

categories ja encunyades, a saber: igualtat i mutualitat; rols dominant, passiu, principiant i 

expert, les quals van servir de base per al marc teòric d’aquest treball. Es van analitzar quatre 

gravacions fetes amb aquest objectiu i els resultats observat mitjançant l’anàlisi qualitativa i 

interpretativa confirmen que alguns patrons són potencialment més propicis per obtenir nivells 

de mutualitat i cooperació més alts. Aquest treball també coincideix amb estudis anteriors i 

corrobora que per aconseguir grups equil·librats de diferents nivells i ajuda entre companys cal 

que el professor prepari per endavant la tasca i la distribució del grup. Per últim, aquests 

resultats obren la porta a una anàlisis més exhaustiva sobre com fer la millor combinatòria de 

rols i promoure la cooperació tenint en compte els patrons. 

Paraules clau: rols i patrons d’interacció, treball en grup cooperatiu, nivell, igualtat, 

mutualitat, grups heterogenis. 
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1. Introduction, objectives and research questions 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the roles and patterns of interaction that students 

adopt during group work. Groupwork is, as stated by Cohen & Lotan (2014: 6), “an 

effective technique for achieving certain kinds of intellectual and social learning goals. 

[…] Group work is also a strategy for addressing common classroom management 

problems such as keeping students involved with their work”. However, one of the main 

challenges a teacher may face when implementing group work in the English as Foreign 

Language (EFL) classroom is making heterogeneous groups balanced in terms of both 

proficiency level and attitude regarding collaboration among peers. For this reason, 

determining what possible roles students may take will help teachers know how to make 

the most of their lessons in mixed groups and, what is more, they will be able to get to 

know their students better and cater to their needs. 

Drawing on data collected during a teaching internship in a secondary school, 

video recordings were analyzed in order to observe the roles and patterns that emerge as 

the members of different groups interact. 

 

Why roles and patterns of interaction? 

Our current competency-based Catalan curriculum sets interaction as one of the 

competences to be assessed within the oral dimension of language learning. That is to 

say, secondary-school students are required to learn how to interact by using strategies 

to initiate, develop, and end a discussion. In order to do this, by the end of their 

secondary education they should be able to engage in a conversation, to actively 

participate and invite others to participate in conversations, to respect turn-taking, and to 

negotiate meaning. Moreover, the curriculum specifies that in the EFL classroom 

students must learn different communicative and interactive strategies, such as 
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planning, progressively using previously learned syntax and vocabulary, compensating 

deficiencies, controlling the results of the interaction, and repairing and correcting both 

their own and their interlocutors’ interventions. 

The work of Storch (2002) has been of use for this dissertation when 

establishing a baseline of categories for an in-depth analysis of the more common 

interactional patterns that occur in classroom group work and collaborative learning. 

Thus, episodes of content and/or grammar-based interaction were observed during 

several tasks which included: creation and description of a group of people living 

together; estimation of the water they consume in a week; measures to be taken by these 

people in order to reduce the amount of water consumed by using first and second 

conditional and, finally, a jigsaw reading activity.  

Hence, the questions this study seeks to answer are the following: 

○ What possible results can be observed depending on the different roles 

and patterns of interaction when… 

■ learning difficulties arise? 

■ when one student contributes or intervenes more than the rest? 

■ one student remains mostly silent? 

 

In an attempt to answer these research questions, this dissertation will be looking 

at the students’ verbal and non-verbal language and classifying these behaviors 

according to the theoretically established categories. This analysis will, therefore, aim to 

help teachers aiming to create efficient and productive groups in mixed-level 

classrooms. 
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2. Theoretical framework  

Interaction being one of the most studied fields since the early 1980s, Sato & Ballinger 

(2016: 1) highlight that the “nature of peer interaction, its effects on L2 development, 

and its pedagogical potential lag far behind our knowledge of teacher-student 

interaction”. This paper aims at contributing to the area of peer interaction by examining 

possible factors affecting learning in group work and by providing insight on how to 

maximize its pedagogical potential. 

The sociocultural theory, originating in the work of Vygotsky (1978, cited in 

Edstrom, 2015: 26), supports the idea of learning as a social process in which 

interaction is identified as a key component of language acquisition. Building on this 

premise, the importance of collaborative work in foreign language has been emphasized 

for some time. When learners work 

within the Zone of Proximal Development (the region between what learners are able to 

do independently and with support), learners build on each other's contributions and, 

through collective scaffolding, are often able to create a product that is beyond their 

individual abilities. (Edstrom, 2015: 27)  

This support needed for scaffolding within the Zone of Proximal Development 

can be provided by peers during interaction and the co-construction of knowledge.  

In general, most studies carried out on peer interaction have shown positive 

results, and pose that peer interaction can be considered as a facilitator of L2 

processing:  

Although research has not fully explained why learners engage in more 

interactional moves during peer interaction, there is some evidence indicating that 

learners feel more comfortable during peer interaction in comparison with student-

teacher interaction. It can be argued that this comfort level positively affects 

learners’ L2 processing by helping them notice and point out errors in their 

partners’ speech and encouraging them to modify their own errors when given 
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feedback. Moreover, a greater comfort level seems to increase the amount of 

overall language production, which leads to more opportunities for language 

practice. (Sato & Ballinger, 2016: 5) 

However, as pointed out by Dooly (2018: 2) “not all interactions in language-

learning environments lead to actual learning, due to many different factors, not least of 

which is the learner’s investment in the need to communicate”. This paper analyses 

some factors that play a role when students interact and examines whether the Language 

Related Episodes (LRE’s) observed were conductive to learning in an attempt to help 

teachers find the best group dynamics. As some studies show “if teachers are not aware 

of potential pitfalls during heterogeneous group construction, students may experience 

less positive group interactional patterns and participate in less collaborative dialogue” 

(Young & Tedick, 2016: 155). 

Some of the variables that helped to analyze peer interaction in past research are 

based on: “degree of collaboration, learners’ proficiency levels” (Sato & Ballinger, 

2016: 1), which refer to interactional patterns and learners’ characteristics. These 

variables must be understood more completely for effective learning to take place. 

Taking Storch's initial categories, we will be talking about patterns of interaction 

regarding equality ―the degree of control or authority over the task― and mutuality 

―the level of engagement with each other’s contribution (2002: 127). As for the labels 

used to describe the interactional roles, we will be talking about the most conductive to 

learning role: the collaborative role, defined as  

working together on all parts of the task (Underwood & Underwood, 1999) and  where  

learners  are  willing  to  offer  and  engage  with  each other’s ideas […] During these 

negotiations, alternative views are offered and discussed, leading to resolutions that 

seem acceptable to both participants. (Storch, 2002: 128) 
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This role requires high mutuality and high equality and is represented as a single 

quadrant (Quadrant 1), as we can see when looking at the four quadrants formed by two 

intersecting axes (mutuality and equality) proposed by Storch (2002: 128) (see Figure 

1).  

 

Figure 1 

As for Quadrant 2, it “represents a pattern of interaction where there may be 

moderate to high equality, but a moderate to low level of mutuality. […] Although both 

participants contribute to the task, there is unwillingness or inability to fully engage 

with  each  other’s  contribution” (Storch, 2002: 128). When referring to the label 

“dominant/passive” (Quadrant 3),  we can say that the dominant participant “takes an 

authoritarian stance and seems to appropriate the task. The other participant seems to 

adopt a more passive,  subservient role.  There is  little  negotiation  in  such patterns of 

interaction, because there are few contributions or challenges forthcoming from the 

more passive participant” (Storch, 2002: 129). 
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Finally, Quadrant 4 (labelled as “expert/novice”) represents a pattern of 

interaction “where there is moderate to low equality but moderate to high mutuality [...] 

Although one participant seems to take more control over the task, unlike the 

dominant/passive scenario, this participant acts as an expert who actively encourages 

the other participant (the novice) to participate in the task” (Storch, 2002: 129). 

These categories have helped us identifying the roles in the analysis section and 

determining which ones were more conductive to learning in the discussion section of 

this dissertation. When doing so, we were seeking to prove if general claims, such as 

“students learn through teaching other peers, more proficient students are likely to 

benefit from working with less proficient peers” (van Lier, 1996, cited in Watanabe & 

Swain, 2007: 122) or “less proficient learners truly benefit from receiving more 

proficient learners’ help as they may not be developmentally ready to discuss some 

linguistic problems” (Leeser, 2004, cited in Watanabe & Swain, 2007: 122) are true for 

our research groups. 

Therefore, these categories will be used throughout this dissertation, but with 

some specifications added according to whether the student analyzed is interactively 

“active” (i.e., there is high mutuality, student is on task or silently participating) or 

“passive” (i.e., there is low mutuality, student is off-task and/or overtly avoiding 

participation). These specifications become helpful when further looking at what went 

wrong during the interactions and when identifying what groupings are more conductive 

to learning. 
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3. Research Methodology and Method 

This study analyzes different episodes of group work in which students are interacting 

in order to complete different tasks as instructed by their language teacher. The analysis 

focuses on the collaborative and communicative tasks, in particular, looking at the 

attitudes (i.e., roles and patterns, as specified previously) that students adopt during 

group work in the English as Foreign Language classroom.  

The tasks that serve as the impetus for data compilation were recorded at the 

beginning of two different units: the first two tasks belong to a teaching unit related to 

the environment, and the last one belongs to a teaching unit related to toxic 

relationships. This was done on purpose so as to make the most of the most 

communicative and collaborative tasks of each unit. Here is a more in detail description 

of these tasks: 

a) A task contextualized in a “saving water project” where students were 

required to describe themselves as members of an imaginary family and the house 

where they, as a family, live. In the following sessions they had to calculate the amount 

of water this family spends in a week (this latter part was not recorded because the 

students were not in split groups anymore and this would have led to extremely poor 

audio quality). 

b) A task based on the specific grammatical practice of conditionals where 

students had to think of ideas and measures to save water at home, taking into account 

the context of the family and the house they created and the amount of water they 

previously estimated. 

c) A jigsaw reading on the toxic relationship that Justin Bieber and Billie Eilish, 

as young, inspiring celebrities, have had. 
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3.1. Participants and context of research 

Participants in this study are 14 and 15-year-old students in their 3rd year of ESO whose 

L1’s are Spanish and/or Catalan. Some of these students attend extracurricular English 

classes (and a few even study other languages), which may account for the difference in 

the proficiency levels observed in the class and in the working groups (which were 

intentionally of mixed levels). The total amount of participants is 10, (6 males and 4 

females). We focused on them because their on-task interaction allowed us to observe 

clear signs of spontaneous roles and patterns that would later prove useful for a closer 

analysis. 

This study was conducted in a state high school in an upper-middle-class 

neighborhood in Barcelona, but some cases of families in unfavorable socio-economic 

situations can also be found, especially newcomers. The territorial distribution of 

household income, according to the statistics provided by Barcelona’s city council 

(2017), is a clear indicator of the families these students have. This is relevant when 

considering learning inequalities, since many families can afford to pay for private and 

extracurricular classes, which do not only encompass English, but also some other 

curricular subjects, and this then leads to different proficiency levels and, thus, to 

heterogeneous groups. In fact, one of the main aspects observed in this study is how 

proficiency differences affect (or not) the roles that students take when working 

together. Few would argue about the clear connection between the educational 

investment that parents make on their children and the social class they belong to, for 

these teenagers sometimes even study a third foreign language too. This view is 

supported by research collected by Ross, Dooly & Hartsmar (2012: 96) in Equalities 

and education in Europe: Explanations and excuses for inequality:  
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The National Centre for Education Statistics found that parents of low-income students 

have less opportunities and access for school involvement due to multiple jobs, lack of 

transportation or expensive childcare (2005), implying that it is not parental failure but 

rather institutional failure to accommodate to low-income family timetables and needs. 

3.2. Data collection and management 

The excerpts analyzed were extracted from six short videos (about 4 minutes each) 

recorded with a mobile phone during two weeks in March 2020, in two different groups 

(3rd of ESO B and 3rd of ESO C). These group-classes were in split groups, i.e. half of 

the students were in the English as a Foreign Language classroom and the other half 

were taking a different subject. This made the study easier to conduct, since there were 

fewer people in the room, and therefore, less noise on the videos, and students were 

easier to group. This is a general measure taken by the school so as to improve ratios 

and cater to diversity. 

As for the recordings, one student-teacher carried a mobile phone and recorded 

the different groups. Since the beginning of the practicum students were notified that 

they would be recorded and the first sessions were mock recordings so that they could 

get used to having cameras around. By the time the recordings in this study were made, 

students were already comfortable with having cameras in class. Students knew since 

the beginning of our practicum that they would be recorded, but they were notified that 

these videos were only and exclusively meant to be used for academic purposes. For 

this reason, the informed consent was obtained and signed by the school’s principal. 

Moreover, pseudonyms have been used in order to ensure participants’ anonymization. 

It should be noted that the groups set for tasks a) and b) were previously 

designed by the permanent teacher (i.e. our mentor) in order to make them equitable 

enough. However, during the jigsaw reading, students were grouped randomly by 
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assigning them a celebrity. As the heterogeneity that features the EFL classroom was 

present in most of the groups during this latter activity, the random groupings were 

equitable too and, for this reason, these recordings were considered to be relevant and 

suitable for the study. 

Regarding the interaction, students were supposed to take control of what they 

wanted to say and to make decisions in groups of three or four. However, the teacher is 

involved in the conversation on a few occasions to help the students out when they are 

stuck, but most of the decisions, regarding both language use and content, were 

designed to be performed by the students themselves with the help of their peers; 

thereby eliciting self and peer-repair. 

This is a qualitative, data-driven analysis that takes conversation analysis, 

transcriptions, and Linguistic Related Episodes (LREs) as instruments to analyze the 

data collected. According to Sert (2015: 2), the analyses of L2 classroom interactions 

“uncover epistemic and pedagogical phenomena by paying close attention to 

participants’ utterances, nonverbal details of talk, suprasegmental features of language, 

gaze movements, gestures, and orientation to classroom artefacts”. All these aspects 

were taken into account when analyzing and transcribing the videos and will be 

commented on later on in the “analysis” and “discussion” sections. This approach was 

driven by an ‘emic’ perspective, defined by Sert (2015: 2) as the approach where “only 

participants’ orientations to each other’s utterances should be used to make claims in the 

analyses, rather than their given identities or the researcher’s assumptions.” All in all, 

the collected data were analyzed to obtain detailed information on students’ 

interactional roles and patterns during the group work for the three tasks, taking into 

account the aspects mentioned above. After this first observational analysis, which 

consisted of watching the videos and then transcribing them using the adapted symbols 
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Jeffersonian Transcript Notation System (2004), students were classified into different 

categories according to the most visible roles and patterns that predominated during 

these interactions. 
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4. Analysis 

This analysis focuses on interactional roles and patterns while students collaboratively 

carry out the tasks explained in the previous section, and it draws some of the constructs 

from the previous work of Storch (2002), Watanabe & Swain (2007), and Young & 

Tedick (2016). Thus, it will address the research questions this dissertation seeks to 

answer and that will be discussed later on. 

The constructs that will help to carry out the analysis and thereby classifying the 

interactional roles and patterns are: the Language Related Episodes (LRE) defined as 

“instances in the learners’ dialogues where the learners talk about their language use, 

other or self correct” (Swain & Lapkin 1995, cited in Rouhshad & Storch, 2016: 271), 

since these potential occasions for learning differ and deal with different linguistic 

aspects. Here we will focus on “Lexis-LREs (L-LREs) dealing with word meaning and 

choice, and Mechanics-LREs (M-LREs) dealing with punctuation, spelling and 

pronunciation. […] also for their resolution (correctly resolved, incorrectly resolved or 

left unresolved)” (Rouhshad & Storch, 2016: 278). We will be looking at prosodic 

features and body language too. 

We will analyze the most relevant excerpts from the transcriptions ―those 

which more clearly reflect the roles and patterns that the students adopted when 

carrying out the task― and, in order to provide the analysis with coherence, it will be 

divided by tasks (creating and describing a family, proposing measures to save water, 

and talking about celebrities’ toxic relationships), as explained in the previous section. 

Finally, drawing from the theoretical concepts previously indicated, students will be 

labeled according to their most salient behavioral features. 
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4.1. Creating and describing a family 

Excerpt 1 (see Subappendix 1.1 for the whole transcription) 

Students were asked to create imaginary family members for each of them and to 

give them a name and a short description. Here Raquel is required to find a name for her 

character. 

7. Candela [e:hm…] tu ((pointing at Raquel with her finger) 

e:hm… you 

8. Raquel xxx ((nodding)) 

9. Jonathan maria 

10. Candela martita ((writes it down)) 

11. Raquel ((nods)) 

12. Manuela no:↑ però english names porfi↑ 

no: but please english names 

13. Raül alex 

14. Candela ((staring at Manuela)) no:↑ 

15. Raül alex (.) [alex] 

16. Candela [alex↑] ((pointing with her finger at Raquel)) 

17. Raül xxx ((celebrating enthusiastically raising his fists)) 

18. Candela ((pointing again at Raquel, laughing and writing it down)) alex 

19. Raül no↑ alex no↑ [no (.) no↑ ((staring at Raquel)) 

20. Manuela [alexia (.) de alexandra ((staring at Raquel)) 

                the shortened version of alexandra 

21. Raül no (.) alex no↓ (.) pue:s 

no (.) not alex (.) the:n 

 

Students are debating over Raquel’s fictional name for their invented family. 

Raquel, however, is silently accepting and rejecting interventions (line 11 and 
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presumably line 19, when she admits not liking Raül’s proposal). This gives the 

impression that she is taking a passive role because she is not overtly negotiating her 

own name. However, being passive does not necessarily mean that she is off-task, but 

she is rather a silent learner, since “in groups it is easier for students to remain silent, for 

relatively short or long conversational intervals, thereby becoming observers of their 

group members’ interaction” (Fernández Dobao, 2016: 33). Raquel, as an observer or 

silent learner, does not contribute to solving or raising issues about an LRE, but she is 

jotting down ideas as they come up and she is closely looking at the most active 

participants so as to follow the interaction. 

What is more, a non-collaborative pattern can be observed, because this 

conversation does not lead to resolutions that seem acceptable to all participants, 

especially Raquel, who is, paradoxically, in the spotlight (lines 7, 16, 19 and 20). In 

fact, Raül appears to be celebrating having obtained Candela’s approval for his 

contribution (lines 16 and 17). However, he then finds out that Raquel does not like that 

name and decides to try to find a new one (line 21), instead of “imposing” it 

prosodically, verbally and non-verbally, as Candela does in lines 16 and 18. 

Candela’s actions are indicative of a dominant pattern, since she takes a more 

authoritarian stance by imposing her decisions both with her tone and her gestures, and 

seems to appropriate the task. Even other students, as Raül, accept Candela’s dominant 

role and are happy that she accepts their contributions, although Candela is not 

supposed to have the last word here because they are deciding over Raquel’s own 

character, not Candela’s. 

Therefore, this excerpt provides us with some indicators of moderate to low 

equality, because, despite negotiating, most decisions are being taken by Candela and 

accepted and written down by the rest without Raquel’s approval for her own name. 
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This is also visible in the moderate to low mutuality due to the accepted dominance of 

Candela. 

 

Excerpt 2 (see Subappendix 1.1 for the whole transcription) 

Students were asked to create imaginary family members for each of them and to 

give them a name and a short description. Here Manuela and Candela are discussing 

about what one of the characters does for a living. 

102. Raül ((to the teacher)) hay que escribir en nuestra hoja también↑ 

do we also have to write it down on our paper↑ 

103. Manuela ((ignoring the conversation between Raül and T1)) and rich↓ 

104. T1 yes (.) you have to ((Raül huffs and leans downwards as if showing 

disappointment)) 

105. Jonathan ((expressing frustration, clicks his tongue and mutters)) cállate xxx tío 

((to Raül)) 

                                                                            shut up xxx man 

106. Candela he <works as a:> (1) manager 

107. Manuela no (.) e:hm (1) no (.) e:hm 

108. Candela =yes yes= a manager 

109. Manuela no (.) e:hm (1) un abogado 

                        a lawyer 

110. Candela no (.) manager↓ 

111. Manuela abogado↓ 

lawyer 

112. Candela manager↓ 

113. Manuela lawyer↓ 

114. Candela a::h (1) ((looking away)) mitad mitad↑ 

half and half 
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115. Manuela ((scornfully laughing at Candela’s suggestion)) 

116. Candela dos jobs↑ 

two 

117. Raül eh (.) candela (1) candela 

118. Candela manager like a:n (.) a hobby↑ (.) y abogado ºxxxº 

                                                    and lawyer ºxxxº 

119. Raül candela 

120. Candela ((to Raül)) qué 

                   what 

121. Raül joseph no se escribe así↓ 

you don’t spell joseph like that 

122. T1 raül↑ (.) you can say that in english↑ 

123. Raül yes yes (.) english (.) english forever 

124. Candela he is a lawyer↑ ((everyone is writing and she looks around)) 

125. Jonathan ºcómo se llama la: xxx↑º 

what’s xxx name 

126. Candela <and↑ a mana:ger> 

127. Manuela no tiene sentido eso↑ 

that doesn’t make sense 

128. Candela yes↑ 

 

In contrast to Raquel, here we have an instance of an off-task conversation. We 

can observe that Raül and Jonathan are having a parallel conversation, making it clear 

that they do not want to take the writer’s role, despite the teacher’s instructions (lines 

102, 104 and 105). Even when they notice a clear rivalry for dominance between 

Candela and Manuela when deciding the character’s job, Raül interrupts to distract them 

(line 114) and even make fun of the teacher (line 123). Apparently he is being active 
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and starting non-conductive to learning LRE, but the content of his interventions show 

that he prefers to be off-task. 

As for Candela and Manuela, we can see that there is a moderate to high 

equality, because they both want to impose their own options  (line 108-113), and do 

not ask for others’ opinions ―even though this is a groupwork task and they are 

deciding over somebody else’s character―, but a moderate to low level of mutuality, 

because they are unwillingly engaging with each other’s contribution, even when 

Candela decides to reach a solution (lines 107 and 111), she then tries to make sure her 

option is included (line 119) which generates a new situation with a low level of 

mutuality. 

 

4.2. Proposing measures to save water 

Excerpt 3 (see Subappendix 1.2 for the whole transcription) 

 Students are writing five sentences using the first conditional and five sentences 

using the second conditionals as general measures they would implement in their 

imaginary house in order to save water. 

94. Jordi ((to Pere)) reduced (.) con e d↑ 

                                    with e d↑ 

95. Pere reduce ((pronouncing it in the Spanish way)) 

96. Jordi ah (.) reduce ((pronouncing it in the Spanish way)) (.) vale 

                                                                                       okay 

97. T we will reduce↑ (.) it’s not with e d because here you have will↑ (.) so you 

need [a:h (.) infinitive↑ 

98. Jordi a: (.) [por eso estaba mal↑ 

       that’s why it was wrong 

99. Pere no↑ (.) pero es que no va con s↑ 

no (.) but you don’t need an s 

100. Jordi ah no↑ 

101. Pere no↑ (0.5) es re- re- reduce↑ 

no (0.5) it’s re- re- reduce ((pronouncing it in the Spanish way)) 

102. Jordi reduise (.) con c↑ 

reduise (.) with a c 
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103. Pere no (0.5) él reduce (.) yo reduzco (.) él reduce ((conjugating in Spanish so as 

to show how to spell it by the way it is pronounced in Spanish)) 

no (0.5) he reduces (.) I reduce (.) he reduces 

104. Hugo he: (.) reduced↑ 

105. Jordi a: (.) ºe cº↑ 

106. Pere ((smiling)) no↑ 

107. Jordi no sé cómo se escribe↑ (.) º=perdona tío=º↑ 

I don’t know how to spell it (.) º=sorry man=º 

108. T R E D U (.) R E D U C E 

109. Pere U ((pronouncing it in English)) 

110. Jordi ((to Pere)) u ((pronouncing it in Spanish)) (.) [no↑ 

111. T yeah [C 

112. Pere [=S S= (.) está bien 

                       fine 

113. T no (.) [C 

114. Pere [no (.) C 

115. T it’s C and E (.) very good ↑ 

116. Pere E E E ((drawing repeteadly an e with his hand in the air)) 

117. Jordi me xxx la i y la e↓ 

the letter i and e xxx me 

 

This excerpt is a clear paradigm of a collaborative pattern where there is high 

equality and high mutuality. Despite Jordi’s lower level of proficiency, he is engaged 

and generates a M-LRE related to spelling because he wants to make sure he is not 

making any mistakes. Interestingly, he is not addressing the teacher to ask for help, but 

to his peer, Pere, who is the “expert” in this group. Pere assumes this expert role, but at 

the same time evades the dominant role that he could have taken. What is more, Pere is 

patient and tries different ways to help Jordi with the spelling (line 96, by pronouncing 

it in the Spanish way; line 103, by using phonetics and interlingual resources; line 110, 

spelling it too with the help of the teacher and even resorting to gestures, as in line 116). 

This minute invested on how to spell a verb translates into a collaborative pattern 

because Jordi wants to make an effort and Pere is willing to help him. 
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The collaborative pattern observed in this excerpt extends throughout the whole 

recording (see Subappendix 1.2) and it leads to generating many LREs. Worrying about 

the spelling of a word is a sign that this student cares about his output and, what is 

more, Jordi’s proficiency level is high if compared to the rest of his classmates. 

Therefore, besides mutuality and equality, another factor that makes this interaction 

conductive to learning is proficiency: “as the overall proficiency of a pair increases, the 

learners produce a greater number of LREs, correctly resolve more LREs, and focus 

more on form than on lexical items” (Leeser, 2004, cited in Watanabe & Swain, 2007: 

123). 

However, it must be noted that Jordi and Pere are very close friends and this 

may be a factor for their high equality and mutuality. Moreover, Pere has recently 

obtained his FCE, which may be one of the reasons why Jordi feels confident asking 

him and thereby allocating the expert/novice roles among them. Therefore, we can 

observe that the pattern novice/expert established by Storch (2006: 109) is followed in 

this interaction: “this participant acts as an expert who actively encourages the other 

participant (the novice) to participate in the task”. 

 

4.3. Talking about celebrities’ toxic relationships 

Excerpt 4 (see Subappendix 1.3 for the whole transcription) 

This activity was based on a Jigsaw reading where students had to 

collaboratively read a text, make sure they understood it and summarize the key ideas, 

ideally without the help of the teacher. This excerpt corresponds to the moment where 

the students have already finished the reading and discussed their ideas, so the teacher 

just wanted to check if there had been any problems that none of the students were able 

to solve. 
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27. T do you understand (.) everything ↑(.) 

28. Sergi yes ↓(.) 

29. Fran sí ↓(.) 

yes 

30. T any word ↑(.) that you don’t understand ↑(.) 

31. Roger ah:: no ↓(.) a-abruptly ↓(.) 

 
32. T abruptly ↓(.) ok↓(.) what do you think that is suddenly ↑(.) unexpectedly ↑(.) 

Can you (.) [ explain ↑(.) 

33. Fran de repente ] ↓(.) 

suddenly 

34. Sergi exacto ↓(.) 

exactly 

35. Fran when you don’t expect the things ↑(.) is tha:t (.) you don’t see them coming 

↓(.)  

36. Sergi ºde la nocheº ↓de la noche a la mañana ↓(.) 

                           overnight              

37. T ok ↑(.) 

38. Fran algo más ↑(.) 

anything else 

39. Roger no ↓(.) bueno ((points with his finger at another word)) 

no       well 

40. Fran bueno (.) pues ↓(.) es que son sinónimos ↓(.)  

well       so       they are synonyms  

41. Roger ah vale ↓(.) 

    ok 

42. Sergi y abruptly es abruptamente ↓(.) 

and            is abruptly 
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Here we find out that Roger does not understand two words (“abruptly”, line 31, 

and “suddenly”, line 39). However, Fran knows the Spanish equivalent and is even able 

to explain it in English (line 35) and Sergi gives an equivalent expression in Spanish 

(line 36). Then, if the students were supposed to help each other during the reading, 

why had these words not been explained when they were working together? 

Unfortunately, we do not have the recording where these three participants 

interacted while reading, but whenever Roger feels it is time to ask, he modulates his 

intervention by elongating his utterances and using interjections (“well, no…”), which 

may indicate that he is not confident enough when requesting explanations thereby 

falling in the general idea of a passive student. 

As Young & Tedick put it (2016: 157) “teachers often assume heterogeneous 

groups will ‘naturally’ lead to scaffolding on the part of more advanced speakers 

(experts) for the benefit of less proficient speakers (novices)”, but in this type of 

interaction, where the rather novice student (Roger) is also passive, there must be an 

interlocutor (which in this case is the teacher, but it could also be another peer) who 

encourages him to voice his doubts. This fragment shows a collaborative pattern where 

Fran and Sergi, somewhat as “experts”, create L-LREs focused on the meaning of the 

adverb “abruptly”. This is a correctly resolved LRE where students use several different 

strategies: approximate translation (line 33), paraphrasing (line 35), illustrative 

expression in Spanish (line 36), and literal translation (line 42). 

Despite having a sample of a teacher-guided collaborative pattern, this makes us 

wonder: Is low equality what leads to low mutuality because “novice+passive” students 

feel discouraged? Does the “novice+active” role increase mutuality?  
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Excerpt 5 (see Subappendix 1.4 for the whole transcription) 

As with the activity before, this activity was based on a Jigsaw reading where 

students had to collaboratively read a text, make sure they understood it and summarize 

the key ideas, ideally without the help of the teacher. This excerpt corresponds to the 

moment where the students have already finished the reading and discussed their ideas. 

Again, the teacher is checking to see if there had been any problems that none of the 

students were able to solve. 

11. Jordi she doesn’t e:h↑ (.) mierda joder (.) siempre ºse me olvidaº 

                        damn it (.) I always keep forgetting it 

12. 
 

doesn’t e:h (.) wear↑ e:h (.) wearing a: ba- be- ((lending his hand as if asking 

for help)) 

13. Iván <baggy clothes> 

14.  Jordi baggy clothes↑ (.) e:h (.) becaus:e e:h↑ (.) other people e:h (.) judging↑ (0.5) 

her  

15. T okay (.) good 

16. Jordí sí 

yes 

17. T okay↑ (.) because she doesn’t want other people to judge her↑ 

18. Iván right↓ 

19. T okay (0.5) what can you say (.) iván?↑ 

20. Jordi ºyo lo he explicado ahí: todo liadoº↑ 

I complicated the whole explanation 

21. Iván m: more or less the sa:me (.) <there’s no much e:ls:e> 

22. Jordi it’s mental ((pointing to his own head)) 

23. Iván well (.) yeah (.) it was because not of a:↑ (.) a physica::l thing↑ (.) it’s↑ more 

like- 

 

Once again we find a more novice but very active student, Jordi, who wants to 

participate and feels confident enough to ask for his peer’s help (line 12). Even though 

he tries (line 14), he admits he had made mistakes (line 20), but is not discouraged and 

tries to help his more expert peer, Iván, when he is stuck (lines 21, 22 and 23). Again, 

Jordi’s role (novice+active) allows for more mutuality, despite the low level of equality. 

As for Iván, when he is both helping and receiving help more LREs are being generated: 
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the first one is related to lexical items (line 13) and the second one to content (line 21), 

which confirms the idea that students can scaffold each other, as suggested by van Lier 

(1996, cited in Watanabe & Swain, 2007: 138): “Given that these expert partners had 

more opportunities to provide assistance to their novice partners, this provides strong 

evidence that students can indeed learn from the act of teaching other peers”. 

 

Excerpt 6 (see Subappendix 1.4 for the whole transcription) 

 This excerpt corresponds to the last part of excerpt 7. Therefore, the general 

discussion and summary after the Jigsaw reading task is taking place, as previously 

indicated.  

41. T something else↑ (.) júlia↑ (.) what did you understand↑ 

42. Júlia ((looks away nervously and to the paper)) 

43. Jordi qué has entendido↑ 

what did you understand↑ 

44. Júlia ((looks at the teacher)) 

45. T what do you think about billie eilish↑  

46. Júlia ((looks at her photocopy)) 

47. T do you think she i:s↑ (.) e:m (.) how can you define this kind of person↑ (.) 

if she’s not comfortable with her body↑ 

48. Júlia ((looks at her classmates)) 

49. Jordi es- es- está conforme con su cuerpo↑ sí:↑ (.) no:↑ 

is- is she okay with her body yes (.) no 

50. Júlia ºno:º  

51. T no:↓ 

52. Júlia ((to the teacher)) ºno está conformeº 

                      she’s not okay 

53. T so (.) what (.) can you say↑ 

54. Júlia ((looks at her classmates)) ºés que no sé com explicar-ho en anglèsº 

                                 I don’t know how to explain it in english 

55. T try something↑ (.) don’t worry↑ 

56. Jordi ºinténtaloº↑ (0.5) yo lo he hecho↑ y mira que:: pf:: 

ºtryº (0.5) I tried and you can see tha::t pf:: 

57. T ((kindly laughs and gives them a few seconds)) 

58. Jordi ((to Iván)) xxx yo le he dicho he↑ y le he cambiado de sexo dos veces↑ 
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             xxx I said “he” and changed her gender twice 

59. T ((to Júlia)) maybe she wa:s (0.5) insecure↑ (1) yeah↑ (0.5) okay 

60. 
 

so good job↑ (.) very good↑ 

61. Iván thanks 

 

Júlia is an example of a novice+passive student, unlike Jordi, who despite being 

rather novice, is highly active and tries to be engaged with the help of his peers (see 

excerpts 8 and 6). In fact, it is not Iván, the expert here, who supports and encourages 

the passive student (line 56) by translating to her what the teacher is asking (lines 43 

and 49). According to Storch (2006: 126), in the expert/novice pattern, “one participant 

seems to take more control over the task, unlike the dominant/passive scenario, this 

participant acts as an expert who actively encourages the other participant (the novice) 

to participate in the task”. Curiously enough, it is not Iván who takes the expert role and 

tries to help Júlia out, but Jordi. One may argue that it is because Iván takes a rather 

passive role, despite being the real expert, and it is Jordi’s inherently active role that 

keeps the interaction going. In any case, it is also interesting seeing that when the 

teacher congratulates the students (line 60), the only one who responds is Iván (line 61). 

Regardless of politeness, this could be a sign that Iván acknowledges having contributed 

greatly to the interaction due to his expertise, but in this excerpt Jordi is the one who 

deserves the teacher’s thanks for raising the mutuality level in his group. 
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5. Discussion and conclusions 

Throughout this analysis different roles and patterns of interaction have been observed 

so as to answer the research questions initially presented. The results obtained are 

consistent with previous studies mentioned in this work and confirm that “grouping 

different proficiency learners is conducive to L2 learning when they are collaborative” 

(Watanabe & Swain, 2007: 139). That is why, in order to further understand how the 

collaborative pattern can be fostered, in the results section we were paying close 

attention to the roles and patterns of interaction in order to respond to our research 

questions. The excerpts analyzed show generally collaborative patterns where students 

help each other (with or without teacher’s mediation, depending also on the passive or 

active role they adopt) when learning difficulties arise. However, the results show that 

the more active a “novice” student is, the more explicit LRE this student is self-

generating. Jordi is an example of a rather novice, but very active student who is not 

only seeking help when he needs it, but he is also encouraging other students to interact 

and ask if they need to. This role seems to increase mutuality, regardless of the low 

equality, but to turn this interaction into a collaborative one, the expert peers must be 

willing to help their novice peers. On the other hand, students who are rather passive 

and remain mostly silent ―and who, however, can also be silent learners and really 

benefit from observing and listening to their peers’ conversations― may need the 

teacher or another active student to intervene in order to directly and verbally participate 

in L2, as we see in Júlia’s and Roger’s excerpts. 

Moreover, one student intervening more than the rest does not necessarily imply 

that this student is taking a dominant role. It is true, however, that dominant roles 

influence in the amount of mutuality and this may lead to a less collaborative pattern, as 

it observed in Manuela’s and Candela’s interaction: both are dominant and want to 
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impose their suggestion for the task, which can only be solved by one of them yielding 

or looking for an agreement for both parties which, in turn, would restore the mutuality 

level. 

Limitations to this study  

 This study was interrupted due to the COVID-10 pandemic. Our recordings were 

started during the first week of March 2020, and by March the 14th the Spanish 

government decreed the state of alarm and students and teachers alike were not allowed 

to go back to school. It is also important to note that our interpretation is based on a 

small sample and that students’ individual differences also need to be considered.  

Pedagogical implications 

The findings of this study confirm that, when working collaboratively, students assist 

each other and this becomes conductive to learning. However, this dissertation also 

shows that blindly assuming “that heterogeneous groups will naturally lead to peer 

assistance may reflect a ‘false promise’ of heterogeneous grouping unless teachers 

carefully prepare students for and carefully structure the activity” (Young & Tedick, 

2016: 156). That is why it is important for teachers to know their students and the 

possible roles these may adopt during groupwork in order to increase the mutuality level 

in each of their interactions. 

For this reason, teachers must bear in mind that students that do not seem to be 

active are not necessarily passive. Some may be off-task, either because their 

proficiency level does not allow them to follow the rest of the interaction and they 

expect the others to complete the task, as could be Júlia’s case or because they do not 

feel like working for other reasons, as we could see in Raül’s response. Some may be 

silent learners, as Raquel, who benefitted from simply listening and observing. In fact, 
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silent learners may receive more input than some dominant active students who only 

hear and take into consideration their own interventions. Some aspects of the passive 

roles regarding low levels of mutuality and equality have also been documented by 

Watanabe & Swain (2007: 123) and are consistent with their findings: “French 

immersion students documented that in a highly heterogeneous grouping (e.g. upper-

middle and low), the stronger student tended to carry out most of the work either 

because the weaker student was too intimidated to say anything, willing to let the 

stronger student do the task, or was not allowed to do any of the task whether their 

opinion was valid or not.” 

Further research on how to best combine roles and to promote the collaborative 

pattern among students would be a possible next step to continue this study. Moreover, 

it would also be interesting to identify different types of passivity and determine which 

ones are more conductive to learning, since few interventions may reflect demotivation, 

low interest, or simply an introverted personality, among other variables. Therefore, 

analyzing these variables would help teachers know how to cater for rather “passive”  

learners while making them feel comfortable in class too. 
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7. Appendices 

Appendix 1: Complete transcriptions 

Symbols adapted from the Jeffersonian Transcript Notation System. 

  

 T, T1, T2  teacher, teacher 1, teacher 2 

 (.)  a brief pause 

 (# of seconds)  a timed pause 

 xxx  unclear speech 

 <text>  speech delivered more slowly than usual for the speaker 

 =text=  latching 

 underlining  rise in volume or emphasis 

 :  prolongation of a sound 

 (( ))  non-verbal activity 

 bold  another language is used 

 italics  English translation (when another language is used) 

↑  rising pitch or intonation 

↓  falling pitch or intonation 

- abrupt halt or interruption in utterance  

[] start and end points of overlapping speech 

ºtextº whisper, reduced volume, or quiet speech 

ALL CAPS shouted or increased volume speech 
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Subappendix 1.1. Creating a family (from minute 0:07 to 4:55) 

 
1. Manuela =no no no=↑ (.) english names↑ 

2. Raül juan josé soler↓ 

3. Jonathan oye pues jonathan es inglés↑ 

jonathan is an english name you know 

4. Manuela no↑ però english names que és més ºgraciósº 

but english names because it is funnier 

5. Raül tu tatarabuela era de españa↓ 

your great-great-grandmother was from spain 

6. Jonathan antonio (1) [pablo] 

7. Candela [e:hm…] tu ((pointing at Raquel with her finger) 

e:hm… you 

8. Raquel xxx ((nodding)) 

9. Jonathan maria 

10. Candela martita ((writes it down)) 

11. Raquel ((nods)) 

12. Manuela no:↑ però english names porfi↑ 

no: but please english names 

13. Raül alex 

14. Candela ((staring at Manuela)) no:↑ 

15. Raül alex (.) [alex] 

16. Candela [alex↑] ((pointing with her finger at Raquel)) 

17. Raül xxx ((celebrating enthusiastically)) 

18. Candela ((pointing again at Raquel, laughing and writing it down)) alex 

19. Raül no↑ alex no↑ [no (.) no↑ ((staring at Raquel)) 

20. Manuela [alexia (.) de alexandra ((staring at Raquel)) 

the shortened version of alexandra 

21. Raül no (.) alex no↓ (.) pue:s 

no (.) not alex (.) the:n 

22. Manuela ((to Raül)) alex de alexandra 

alex, from alexandra 

23. Candela alex (.) ia ((smiles at Manuela and raises her eyebrows)) 

24. Raül ºnoº 

25. Raquel ((looking at what Manuela has on her paper and writing it down on her 

own)) 

26. Raül ((to the teacher)) a typica:l (.) e:h english name↑ (1) sofia 

27. Manuela no ((shaking her head)) 

28. Raül sophie 

29. T1 sophie: (.) e:h [amy (.) [katie 

30. Jonathan [joey [joey 

31. Raül amy ((staring at Raquel)) 
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32. Manuela april ((staring away) 

33. Raül amy 

34. Jonathan joey 

35. Manuela jo soc april ((writing it down)) 

i am april 

36. Raül pues april 

april then 

37. 
 

pues xxx (.) y tú cómo te llamas↑ (.) joseph↑ 

then xxx what is your name (.) joseph 

38. Manuela no pero yo soy la hermana xxx↑ (.) i ella es e:h twenty-three years old 

((pointing at Raquel) 

but i’m the xxx sister (.) and she is e:h 

39. 
 

i’m fourteen years old↑ ((pointing at herself)) 

40. 
 

and you’re one↓ ((pointing at Raül and waiting for approval)) (1.5) sí↓ 

no↑ 

right 

41. Candela ((points at Raquel)) your name↑ 

42. Raquel ((distracted by another teacher)) 

43. Candela raquel↓ (0.5) your name↓ 

44. T2 okay (.) you all have to write it down↓ huh↑ 

45. Candela and 

Manuela 

ºokayº 

46. T1 jonathan (.) you too 

47. Candela raquel ((hurrying her up)) 

48. Raquel ºxxxº 
 

T1 can you (.) can you speak louder↑ 

49. Raquel a:h (.) yes (.) let me think 

50. 
 

a ver (1) e:hm... 

let me see (1) e:hm... 

51. Manuela e:h (.) antonio (.) [e:m (.) 

52. Raquel [alexa ((addressing to Candela)) 

53. Manuela e:h (.) [e:h (.) an o:ld↑ ((lowering her hand at Raquel)) 

54. Candela alexa ((looking at Raquel and smiling)) 

55. Manuela alexa (.) alexa ((laughing)) ponme una canción 

alexa (.) alexa ((laughing)) play a song 

56. Manuela e:hm ((to the teacher)) a typical (.) old english name↑ 

57. Candela ((nudges Manuela)) y yo↑(.) de nombre↑ 

and me (.) my name 

58. T1 you can invent it↑ (.) it doesn’t matter↑ 

59. Manuela adolf (.) adolf 

60. Candela ((nudging Manuela repeatedly)) y de nombre↑ 

and my name 

61. Manuela xxx 
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62. T1 john 

63. Candela alexa (.) [old sister 

64. T1 ((to Jonathan, who is walking around)) [jonathan↓ 

65. 
 

jonathan could be english 

66. Jonathan =ya está ya está perdona= 

=okay okay i’m sorry= 

67. T1 or jon (.) a diminutive form 

68. Manuela ah (.) jon↑ ((writes it down immediately and so does everyone, but 

Candela)) 

69. Candela no (.) jon no↑ 

70. Manuela ºno↑ (.) pero en plan de↑ xxxº 

ºno (.) but like xxxº 

71. Candela no↑ ºxxxº 

72. Manuela ((whispers to Candela)) ºxxxº 

73. Candela no↑ (.) déjalo así ((moves her hand towards Manuela disdainfully)) (1) 

está bien 

no (.) but leave it like that (1) it’s fine 

74. Candela y:↑ ((banging her fist on the table)) 

and:↑ 

75. Manuela and 

Candela 

((whispering and smiling)) ºxxxº 

76. Candela yes (.) yes (.) con a 

                      with an a 

77. Raül ((interrupts them and slightly touches Candela’s photocopy)) has 

puesto juan jose soler↑ 

did you write juan jose soler 

78. Candela juan josé↓ 

79. Raül soler↓ 

80. Manuela arianna (0.5) grande ((sticks our her tongue)) 

81. 
 

amy 

82. Raquel ((looks at Manuela’s photocopie and copies)) 

83. Candela cómo se escribe amy↑ 

how do you spell amy 

83. 
 

amy↑ ((pronouncing it as it is written)) 

84. Manuela okay↑ (1) so: 

85. Raquel e:h (.) david e:h (.) what age↑ 

86. Manuela ((writing and dictating)) e:h (.) his (.) her (.) his wife died 

87. Raquel ((stares at Manuela, but does not copy)) 

88. Manuela ((looks at Candela’s paper and dictates)) his (.) wife die:d 

89. Candela ((echoing and writing)) his (.) wife (.) die:d 

90. T2 ((interrupts interaction for a minute to check their homework; 

meanwhile, Manuela glances at Raquel’s and Candela’s papers)) 

91. Candela ((resumes interaction)) his wife died↑ (1) in a ca:r (.) accident↑ 
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92. Manuela e:hm (.) he’s so strict↑ 

93. T1 you don’t have to write this thing↓ 

94. 
 

you have to write a description of each member 

95. Manuela ((shows slight disappointment when T1r discards her contribution)) 

96. Candela ((to Manuela)) he’s so qué↑ 

what 

97. Manuela so strict 

98. 
 

((to the teacher)) strict (.) està ben dit↑ 

can we say that 

99. T1 street↑ (.) wha- 

100. Manuela bueno (.) estricto (.) com es diu↑ 

well (.) strict (.) how do you say that 

101. T1 oh (.) yes 

102. Raül ((to the teacher)) hay que escribir en nuestra hoja también↑ 

do we also have to write it down on our paper↑ 

103. Manuela ((ignoring the conversation between Raül and T1)) and rich↓ 

104. T1 yes (.) you have to 

105. Jonathan ((expressing disappointment)) cállate xxx tío ((to Raül)) 

shut up xxx man 

106. Candela he <works as a:> (1) manager 

107. Manuela no (.) e:hm (1) no (.) e:hm 

108. Candela =yes yes= a manager 

109. Manuela no (.) e:hm (1) un abogado 

a lawyer 

110. Candela no (.) manager↓ 

111. Manuela abogado↓ 

lawyer 

112. Candela manager↓ 

113. Manuela lawyer↓ 

114. Candela a::h (1) ((looking away)) mitad mitad↑ 

half and half 

115. Manuela ((scornfully laughing at Candela’s suggestion)) 

116. Candela dos jobs↑ 

two 

117. Raül eh (.) candela (1) candela 

118. Candela manager like a:n (.) a hobby↑ (.) y abogado ºxxxº 

and lawyer ºxxxº 

119. Raül candela 

120. Candela ((to Raül)) qué 

what 

121. Raül joseph no se escribe así↓ 

you don’t spell joseph like that 

122. T1 raül↑ (.) you can say that in english↑ 
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123. Raül yes yes (.) english (.) english forever 

124. Candela he is a lawyer↑ ((everyone is writing and she looks around)) 

125. Jonathan ºcómo se llama la: xxx↑º 

what’s xxx name 

126. Candela <and↑ a mana:ger> 

127. Manuela no tiene sentido eso↑ 

that doesn’t make sense 

128. Candela yes↑ 

129. Raül ((to Candela)) e:hm (.) [aparte del nombre qué hay que poner↑ 

what do we have to write besides the name 

130. Candela ((to Manuela, ignoring Raül)) [es como e:n↑ (.) en insaciable↑ 

it’s like on (.) insatiable 

131. Jonathan ((to Raül)) dónde↑ (0.5) [a ver↑ 

where (0.5) let me see 

132. Candela [abogado: 

lawyer 

133. Manuela [a:::h ((approving)) 

134. Raül [el nombre y qué hay que poner↑ 

name and what else is there to write 

135. Candela [y por la noche es: (.) las dos 

and at night he is: (.) both 

136. Jonathan el nombre de cada uno y e:h (.) el nombre real 

everyone’s names and e:h (.) the real names 

137. Candela okay (.) juan josé soler 

138. Manuela he i:s (.) cómo se llamaba↑ 

how do you say that↑ 

 
 

e:h (.) e:h (.) ºjubiladoº (.) e:h (.) retired 

139. Candela <retired> ((spelling it in Spanish while writing it)) 

140. Raül ((to Candela)) tú (.) cómo te llamas (.) candela↑ 

what is your name↑ 

141. Jonathan ((to Candela)) cómo te llamas↑ 

what is your name↑ 

142. Raül candela↑ 

143. Jonathan candela↑ 

144. Candela amy↑ (1) amy↓ ((pronouncing it in Spanish)) 

145. Raül amy↓ ((pronouncing it in English)) 

 

Subappendix 1.2. Using conditionals to save water (from minute 0:25 to 4:38) 

 
1. Pere e:h (.) i:f (.) jordi’s girlfriend (0.5) doesn’t use water↑ (0.5) we will sa:ve  

2. 
 

ºcuántoº↑ ((looks at the photocopy)) 

how much↑ 

3. 
 

f::: (0.5) fifteen liters (.) ºes que es poquísimoº 

                         that’s barely nothing 

4. Jordi ye::s↑ 

5. Pere bueno↑ (.) pues nada↑ (.) más frases↑ ((to Jordi)) 

okay ↑ (.) then↑ (.) more sentences↑ 
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6. Jordi ((smiles at Pere)) e::h 

7. Pere if we 

8. Jordi eh ((raising his hands trying to draw their attention)) 

9. 
 

if we↑ ((looks at his paper)) 

10. Pere ((to the camera)) esto parece una (.) peli↑ (.) eh↑ 

this is like a film (.) huh 

11. Jordi <if we don’t> ((raising his hands)) 

12. Jordi if [we-  

13. Pere [((to the camera)) luego me lo dejas (.) lo edito↑ (.) y madre↑ mía 

later you share it with me↑ (.) I edit it↑ (.) and you’ll see↑ 

14.  Jordi [((laughs and keeps his hands raised)) if we don’t (.) e:h ((moves his hands as 

if wiping something)) 

15. 
 

washing the: (.) e:h (.) the di:sh ((stares at Pere)) 

16. Hugo [dishes 

17. Pere [but (.) wh- (.) e:h 

18. Jordi sí 

yes 

19. Jordi ((moves his hands as if cutting something up)) xxx mitad 

                                                         xxx half 

20. Pere but one ti:me (1.5) ºuna vez cada dos díasº 

                        once every two days 

21. Jordi ((nods)) 

22. Pere u:f ((laughs)) 

23. Jordi ((nods and points at Pere showing mutual understanding)) 

24. Pere okay↑ (.) okay↑ 

25. 
 

lo llenamos mucho (.) no↑ (.) el lavavajillas↑ 

we fill it frequently (.) the dishwasher (.) right↑ 

26. Jordi e:hm (.) y en first o e:n↑ 

          and using first o:r 

27. Pere ºah (.) es verdadº ((pointing at Jordi’s paper)) 

         true 

28. 
 

if we:: (.) u:se- 

29. T ((to Hugo, who is staring around)) hugo↑ (0.5) what do you think↑ (.) 

c’mon↑ 

30. Hugo nothing↓ 

31. Jordi and 

Pere 

((laugh)) nothing↑ 

32. Pere ((looks at the paper)) a ver (.) º=uno dos tres=º 

                         let’s see (.) º=one two three=º 

33. 
 

no sé↓ (.) es que son cinco↑ (.) claro↓ 

I don’t know ↓ (.) we need to have five↑ (.) right↓ 

34. Jordi if we-↑ 

35. Pere podemos también beber menos↑ 

we can also drink less 

36. Jordi no 
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37. Hugo =no no no= (.) eso no (.) tío 

                  can’t do that (.) man 

37. Jordi if- if we: (.) e:h (1) [if- if we↑ eh 

38. Hugo falta un xxx↑ 

there’s xxx missing 

39. Pere use 

40. Jordi no- eh (.) wash- if we↑ washed the ((waits)) 

41. Pere the dishes (.) four times a week↑ or three times a week↑ 

42. Jordi ºxxxº 

43. Pere ahora son siete↑ (.) pues cuatro↓ 

now there are seven (.) so four 

44. Jordi ºsí↓ (.) sí cuatro (.) no↑º 

ºyes (.) yes four (.) right↑º 

45. Pere en el first↓ 

using the first one 

46. Jordi ((to himself)) ºen el firstº↓ 

using the first one 

47. 
 

if we: e:h (.) wash (1) wash or washed↑ ((to Pere)) 

48. Pere wash↓ (1) porque es first↓ 

because we’re using the first one 

49. Jordi ºwashº (.) the dishes (.) xxx 

50. Hugo cuál escribís↑ 

which one are you writing↑ 

51. Pere qué↑ 

52. Hugo dishes (.) e:h 

53. Pere dishes 

54. Jordi wash the dishes 

55. Pere e:h (.) four times per week↑ 

56. Jordi four 

57. Pere ((as if dictating and glancing while the others write)) we: (1) we will u:se↑ 

58. Jordi e:h ºcómo se diceº↑ 

how do you say that↑ 

59. Pere ha:lf (.) half- what↑ 

60. T we will u:se 

61. Pere we will u:se (.) e:h 

62. 
 

cuánto menos↑ (.) tres menos↓ (.) que son↑ xxx 

how much less↑ (.) three less↓ (.) which are↑ xxx 

63. Jordi ºxxxº 

64. Pere º=cuánto gasta (.) cuánto gasta esto e:h=º 

º=how much (.) how much does this use=º 

65. 
 

ah (.) five liters a day (.) pues (.) fifteen liters menos↓ 

                              then fifteen liters less 

66. Jordi quince menos↑ (.) o sea (.) lo mismo que mi novia↑ 

fifteen less↑ (.) you mean (.) the same as my girlfriend↑ 
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67. Pere sí↓ (.) lo mismo que tu novia↓ 

yes (.) same as your girlfriend 

68. Jordi ºjoder (.) machoº 

damn (.) man 

69. T you have 35 liters here↑ 

70. Pere yes five- (.) o sigui (.) one time↑ [a day 

               this is to say 

71. T [so you want to cut it by half↑ 

72. Pere yeah↓ (.) mor- more or less 

73. T okay 

74. Hugo xxx↑ 

75. Jordi xxx (.) [qué mierda 

xxx (.) well shit 

76. Jordi vale (.) [e:h if: 

okay 

77. Pere [we- we wi:ll↑ 

78. 
 

cómo se dice↑ (.) hal- (.) o sea (.) reducir a la mitad↑ 

how do you say (.) I mean (.) reduce by half 

79. 
 

<reduce by half>↑ ((to the teacher)) [right↑ 

80. Hugo e:h 

81. T yes 

82. Pere ºwe wi:llº↑ 

83. Jordi e:h 

84. Pere reduce↓ 

85. Jordi e:h we redu:ce↑ 

86. Pere by half↑ 

87. Jordi we- (.) =uy no perdón= 

         =oh no sorry= 

88. Pere we (.) [will 

89. Jordi we [wo- we will↑ (.) [reduce↓ 

90. T we will reduce it by half↑ 

91. Jordi ºxxx (.) reducedº↑ ((not convinced)) 

92. Pere by (.) half 

93. 
 

qué pobres somos↑ 

aren’t we poor 

94. Jordi ((to Pere)) reduced (.) con e d↑ 

                                    with e d↑ 

95. Pere reduce ((pronouncing it in the Spanish way)) 

96. Jordi ah (.) reduce ((pronouncing it in the Spanish way)) (.) vale 

                                                                                       okay 

97. T we will reduce↑ (.) it’s not with e d because here you have will↑ (.) so you 

need [a:h (.) infinitive↑ 

98. Jordi a: (.) [por eso estaba mal↑ 
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       that’s why it was wrong 

99. Pere no↑ (.) pero es que no va con s↑ 

no (.) but you don’t need an s 

100. Jordi ah no↑ 

101. Pere no↑ (0.5) es re- re- reduce↑ 

no (0.5) it’s re- re- reduce ((pronouncing it in the Spanish way)) 

102. Jordi reduise (.) con c↑ 

reduise (.) with a c 

103. Pere no (0.5) él reduce (.) yo reduzco (.) él reduce ((conjugating in Spanish so as 

to show how to spell it by the way it is pronounced in Spanish)) 

no (0.5) he reduces (.) I reduce (.) he reduces 

104. Hugo he: (.) reduced↑ 

105. Jordi a: (.) ºe cº↑ 

106. Pere ((smiling)) no↑ 

107. Jordi no sé cómo se escribe↑ (.) º=perdona tío=º↑ 

I don’t know how to spell it (.) º=sorry man=º 

108. T R E D U (.) R E D U C E 

109. Pere U ((pronouncing it in English)) 

110. Jordi ((to Pere)) u ((pronouncing it in Spanish)) (.) [no↑ 

111. T yeah [C 

112. Pere [=S S= (.) está bien 

                 fine 

113. T no (.) [C 

114. Pere [no (.) C 

115. T it’s C and E (.) very good ↑ 

116. Pere E E E ((drawing repeteadly an e with his hand in the air)) 

117. Jordi me xxx la i y la e↓ 

the letter i and e xxx me 

118. T and 

Pere 

((laugh)) 

119. Jordi es que hoy↑ estoy con las mates↑ (.) vale↑ (.) a mí no me xxx 

today↑ I’m thinking about math (.) okay ↑ (.) so don’t xxx me 

120. Pere ºxxxº e:hm (.) bueno↓ 

                  okay 

121. T alright↑ (.) let’s continue↑ (0.5) how many sentences have you got↑ 

122. Pere e:hm 

123. Jordi e:h (.) cómo ha dicho↑ (.) e:h (.) ha:lf↑ (.) e:h (.) ha::lf ºxxxº ((to Pere)) 

         how was that↑  

124. Hugo tene:mo::s↑ [ºun montónº 

we ha:::ve [ºa lotº 

125. Pere [we- we will [reduce it (.) by- by half  

126. T [reduce it 

127. Jordi by half 

128. Pere ((to Jordi)) lo reduciremos a la mitad↑ (0.5) el gasto↓ 

               we will reduce it by half (0.5) the use 
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129. T did you write water (.) for example↑ 

130. Pere e:h (.) wash- 

131. T if we wash the dishes↑ 

132. Pere four times a week↑ (.) we will reduce it by half↑ (0.5) reduce the washing the 

dishes↑ (.) wash (.) bu- (.) [wa- eh 

133. T we will reduce water↑ (.) by half↓ (.) okay↑ 

134. Hugo poco↑ (.) no↑ 

little (.) right 

135. T because you’re not talking about the water (.) you must (.) mention the water 

136. Jordi ((to himself while writing)) <it (.) [by (.) half> 

137. Pere [e:h ((to Jordi)) your girlfriend (0.5) ya hemos llegado 

                                           we got there 

138. Jordi ((laughs)) 

139. Hugo no viene nunca↑ (.) ya está↑ 

she never comes (.) end 

140. Pere a:hm 

141. Jordi la echo de casa o qué↑ 

shall I kick her out of the house or what 

142. Hugo =sí sí sí= 

=yes yes yes= 

143. Pere no tío↑ (.) la dejas↓ 

no man (.) you break up with her 

144. Hugo si no [xxx↑ 

if not xxx 

145. Pere [porque bebe mucho 

because she drinks a lot  
Subappendix 1.3. Jigsaw reading (from minute 0:00 to 2:29) 

1. Teacher can you discuss together ↑(.) what you:: read about↑ 

2. Fran he was thirteen ↑(.) 

3. 
 

he became very famous ↑(.) 

4. 
 

bu::t ↑(.) at nineteen ↑he started doing drugs ↑(.) 

5. 
 

he became a toxic person ↑- 

6. Teacher can you raise your (.) voice ↑ 

7. Fran with his relationships ↑(.) and family ↑ and everything ↑(.) 

8. Sergi and himself [ 

9. Fran and ] he thought ↑(.) he will never::: li::ke 

10. 
 

improve ↑ a::nd be a less toxic person ↑ 

11. 
 

but then ↓ he:: get better ↓(.) ((looks at Sergi)) 

12. Sergi now ↓(.) he is a:: super nice person ↓((raises his thumb and smiles to Fran)) 

13. Fran yeah ↓(.) ((laughs)) 

14.  Teacher yeah ↓(.) something else ↑(.) 
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15. Fran qué opinas ↓(.) 

what do you think? 

16. Roger que sí ↓(.) 

yes 

17. Fran vale roger ↓(.) ((laughs)) 

ok Roger 

18. Roger XXX no ↑ ya está ↓(.) 

isn’t it? That’s it 

19. Teacher what kind of toxic relationship did he have ↓(.) 

20. Fran aaahhh (.) 

21. Fran toxic relationship with ↓ (2.1) his XXX  

22. Teacher who [ was:: ↑ 

23. Sergi …himself ]↓(.) a::nd with his: :(.) relationships ↑ a::nd (.) family ↓ 

24. Teacher ok ↓(.) so he had a problem with ↑ 

25. Fran himself ↓(.) 

26. Teacher himself ↓(.) mmmm ↑(.) 

27. 
 

do you understand (.) everything ↑(.) 

28. Sergi yes ↓(.) 

29. Fran sí ↓(.) 

yes 

30. Teacher any word ↑(.) that you don’t understand ↑(.) 

31. Roger ah:: no ↓(.) a-abruptly ↓(.)  

32. Teacher abruptly ↓(.) ok↓(.) what do you think that is suddenly ↑(.) unexpectedly ↑(.) 

Can you (.) [ explain ↑(.) 

33. Fran de repente ] ↓(.) 

suddenly 

34. Sergi exacto ↓(.) 

exactly 

35. Fran when you don’t expect the things ↑(.) is tha:t (.) you don’t see them coming 

↓(.)  

36. Sergi ºde la nocheº ↓de la noche a la mañana ↓(.) 

                           overnight              

37. Teacher ok ↑(.) 

38. Fran algo más ↑(.) 

anything else 

39. Roger no ↓(.) bueno ((points with his finger at another word)) 

no       well 

40. Fran bueno (.) pues ↓(.) es que son sinónimos ↓(.)  

well       so       they are synonyms  

41. Roger ah vale ↓(.) 

    ok 

42. Sergi y abruptly es abruptamente ↓(.) 

and            is abruptly 

43. Teacher yes ↓(.) these are synonyms ↓(.) ok ↑(.) 

44. 
 

so ↓(.) if ↓(.) have you ever seen suddenly in a text ↑(.) 

45. Roger ((he shakes his head)) 
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46. Teacher no ↑(.) ok ↓(.) suddenly ↑(.) that’s what they explained ↓(.) 

47. 
 

very good ↑(.) sergi: eemm sergi no ↓ sergi and fran ↓(.) ((laughs))  

48. Sergi bueno sergi y sergi. XXX (3.1) 

 well         and 

49. Teacher ok ↓(.) anything else that you don’t understand ↑(.) 

50. Sergi no ↓(.) 

51. Teacher you understand everything ↓(.) 

52. 
 

what about overcome? ↑(.) 

53. 
 

what does overcome mean ↑(.) 

54. Sergi sorry ↓(.) what ↑(.) 

55. Teacher overcome ↓(.) 

56. Fran get out of this:: ↓(.) ((shrugs his shoulders)) 

57. Sergi XXX 

58. Teacher what (.) sergi ↑ sorry ↑(.) 

59. Sergi nono I:: ((he shakes his head)) nothing ↓(.) 

60. Fran XXX but like ↑ XXX it saids ↓ overcome this period ↑(.) it is like to get out of 

this:: 

61. Sergi XXX [ yo que sé 

    I don’t know 

62. Teacher very good ] ↑(.) yeah ↑(.) 

63. 
 

so when you have (.) left this ↓(.) behind you ↓(.) yeah ↑(.) 

64. 
 

you have forgotten about it ↓(.) 

65. 
 

ok ↓(.) perfect ↓(.) thank you very much ↓(.)   

Subappendix 1.4. Jigsaw reading (from minute 0:00 to 2:22) 

1. Iván baggy clothes↑ 

2. T what is baggy clothes↑ 

3. Jordi al- alguien que [lo explique↑ ((rising both hands as if he was not the one to 

reply))  

someone explain it 

4. Iván [wide↑ 

5. T yes (.) exactly (0.5) so not (.) skinny↑ (.) you know skinny↑ 

6. Iván yep 

7. T so the opposite↑ (.) yep (.) very good↑ (.) wide↑ 

8. Jordi e:hm: (.) qué más decía↑ (.) ah sí (.) que::↑ 

what else did the text say (.) oh yeah (.) tha::t 

9. 
 

he: doe:sn’t e:h↑ 

10. Iván she 

11. Jordi she doesn’t e:h↑ (.) mierda joder (.) siempre ºse me olvidaº 

                        damn it (.) I always keep forgetting it 
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12. 
 

doesn’t e:h (.) wear↑ e:h (.) wearing a: ba- be- ((lending his hand as if asking for 

help)) 

13. Iván <baggy clothes> 

14.  Jordi baggy clothes↑ (.) e:h (.) becaus:e e:h↑ (.) other people e:h (.) judging↑ (0.5) her  

15. T okay (.) good 

16. Jordí sí 

yes 

17. T okay↑ (.) because she doesn’t want other people to judge her↑ 

18. Iván right↓ 

19. T okay (0.5) what can you say (.) iván?↑ 

20. Jordi ºyo lo he explicado ahí: todo liadoº↑ 

I complicated the whole explanation 

21. Iván m: more or less the sa:me (.) <there’s no much e:ls:e> 

22. Jordi it’s mental ((pointing to his own head)) 

23. Iván well (.) yeah (.) it was because not of a:↑ (.) a physica::l thing↑ (.) it’s↑ more like- 

24. T you can (.) you can talk to him↑ 

25. Jordi a vale 

okay 

26. Iván it’s more li:ke [a-↑ 

27. Jordi [a menta:l ↑ 

28. Iván yeah (.) a menta:l (.) mental comfort↑ 

29. T hm↓ 

30. Iván that she doesn’t feel good with herself↑ 

31. T okay↑ (0.5) do you think that she did it right ↑ (.) to wear baggy clothes↑ (0.5) do 

you think that (.) if she’s not comfortable with her body↑ (.) [she should 

32. Jordi ºeh: sheº 

33. Iván she could [have done mo:re other things↑ 

34. T hm↑ 

35. Iván but I think [it’s xxx 

36. Jordi xxx 

37. Iván I think it’s her way↑ to: to:: [overcome↑ 

38. T what do you think↑ ((pointing at both at the same time so as to foster the 

interaction)) 

39. Jordi it’s her life↑ (0.5) puede hacer lo que quiera↑ 

                      she can do whatever she wants 

40. T exactly↑ (.) okay (.) great↑ 

41. 
 

something else↑ (.) júlia↑ (.) what did you understand↑ 

42. Júlia ((looks away nervously and to the paper)) 

43. Jordi qué has entendido↑ 

what did you understand↑ 

44. Júlia ((looks at the teacher)) 
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45. T what do you think about billie eilish↑  

46. Júlia ((looks at her photocopy)) 

47. T do you think she i:s↑ (.) e:m (.) how can you define this kind of person↑ (.) if she’s 

not comfortable with her body↑ 

48. Júlia ((looks at her classmates)) 

49. Jordi es- es- está conforme con su cuerpo↑ sí:↑ (.) no:↑ 

is- is she okay with her body yes (.) no 

50. Júlia ºno:º  

51. T no:↓ 

52. Júlia ((to the teacher)) ºno está conformeº 

                      she’s not okay 

53. T so (.) what (.) can you say↑ 

54. Júlia ((looks at her classmates)) ºés que no sé com explicar-ho en anglèsº 

                                 I don’t know how to explain it in english 

55. T try something↑ (.) don’t worry↑ 

56. Jordi ºinténtaloº↑ (0.5) yo lo he hecho↑ y mira que:: pf:: 

ºtryº (0.5) I tried and you can see tha::t pf:: 

57. T ((kindly laughs and gives them a few seconds)) 

58. Jordi ((to Iván)) xxx yo le he dicho he↑ y le he cambiado de sexo dos veces↑ 

             xxx I said “he” and changed her gender twice 

59. T ((to Júlia)) maybe she wa:s (0.5) insecure↑ (1) yeah↑ (0.5) okay 

60. 
 

so good job↑ (.) very good↑ 

61. Iván thanks 
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Appendix 2: Jigsaw reading - Billie Eilish text 

 
Billie Eilish overcomes her body-consciousness problem by wearing baggy clothes. 

“Me and my body's relationship has been the most toxic relationship you could even imagine. I 

was not comfortable with my body nor with my clothes, and I decided to wear baggy clothes 

because I was afraid that people could judge me. But the way that I dress now has made that 

relationship so much better. And I don't refer to physical comfort, but mental comfort.” 

 

 

Language Tool Box 

This text is about… 

The problem Billie had is… 

The key ideas of this text are... 

Glossary 

overcome - superar 

judge - jutjar 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 4: Jigsaw reading - Justin Bieber text 

 

Justin Bieber grew up in a small town and when he was 13 he became very famous. Suddenly, 

millions of people loved him and this was a big pressure and responsibility. Moreover, when he 

was a kid he didn’t have stability at home, and this caused many problems. 

“I started doing drugs at 19 and treated badly all my relationships. I became irritated, 

disrespectful to women, and angry. I became distant to everyone who loved me, and I was 

pretending to be someone that I was not. I felt I could not change it. But with the support of my 

family and friends I could overcome this period and improve my self-esteem”. 

 

Language Tool Box 

This text is about… 

The problem Justin had is… 

The key ideas of this text are... 

Glossary 

suddenly - de sobte 

pressure - pressió 

pretend to - fingir 

overcome - superar 

self-esteem - autoestima 

 

 

 

 


